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Double drive tube 68001/2 was taken on the edge of a 10-15-m crater at station 8 dur- 
ing the Apollo 16 mission. Based on composition and maturity we designate four units, A-D 
which may or may not each represent discrete depositional events. Unit A (0-37 cm depth) is 
uniformly dark in color [1,2]. The 68002 section (0-27 cm) is mature throughout (IJFeO = 75 
units), but maturity decreases gradually with depth and drops sharply below the tube junc- 
tion at 27 cm. The upper portion of Unit A, Unit A (0-33 cm), is homogeneous in composi- 
tion, but concentrations of Fe, Sc, and Cr decrease hghtly with depth. Unit A2 (33-36.7 cm), 
is characterized by low concentrations of incompatible trace elements like Sm and a high 
Na/Eu ratio, with a sharp discontinuity at the boundary with the underlying unit. The only 
element that shows any significant variation in Unit Al is Eu, which generally decreases in 
concentration with depth below 28 cm, a trend that extends into Unit A2. Unit B (37-42 cm) is 
intermediate in composition to Units Al and C for lithophile elements. The characteristic 
feature of Unit B is a steady and significant decrease with depth in I a e O  and Zn to the low- 
est values observed in the core around 41 cm, with a slight increase in the bottom centimeter 
of the unit. We observed a similar correlation between I a e O  and Zn in core 60013/14 [3]. 
Unit B corresponds to the "lighter gray" soil with "light gray clods/soil breccias" of [2] and the 
region of minimum I a e O  corresponds to the "bluish-gray layer." Unit C (42-53 cm) includes 
the loose, coarse-grained, brownish-gray layer of [2] (42-48 cm). Sc concentrations are lowest 
in this unit, and Sm concentrations are variable, leading to the highest Sm/Sc ratios. Unit D 
(53-61 cm) is characterized by discontinuous increases in Sc and, to a lesser extent, Sm con- 
centrations. It includes all of the coherent, "lighter-colored zone" of [Z]. Unit D is very 
similar in composition to surface soils 65501 and 65511. The maturity of Units C and D 
straddles the boundary between immature and submature (IJFeO = 30 units), whereas Unit B 
is immature throughout. 

Most of the lithophile-element variations are consistent with variation in the concentra- 
tions of anorthosite and Sm-rich impact-melt breccia. For example, using a melt-breccia com- 
ponent with the composition of the melt phase of the Apollo 16 dimict breccias [4], Unit C (on 
average) corresponds to a mixture of about 86% average Unit All  6% anorthosite, and 8% melt 
breccia, while Unit D corresponds to 93% Unit Al and 7% melt breccia. The composition of 
Unit A2 cannot not described by such a simple model and seems to require the presence of a 
component (or combination of components) that is Sm-poor, not highly feldspathic, and 
simultaneously Eu-poor and Na-rich - an unusual combination. La/Sm ratios are constant 
throughout the core (Y + s = 2.165 + 0.020), with no change at any unit boundaries, indicating 
that the concentration of mare components is small and constant with depth [5,6]. There is 
no systematic variation in siderophile-element concentrations with depth, except that Ni 
concentrations tend to be slightly lower in Unit A2. 

The two highly immature samples near 41 cm represent the most immature soil 
observed to date at the Apollo 16 landing site [7]. Their lithophile-element composition is not 
unusual, indicating that their low maturity does not result from mixing of immature, felsic 
soils and smaller amounts of mature mafic soils, as is the case for the immature soils found 
in the 60009/10 core [8,4]. Their chemical composition does not represent that of any known 
rock type, so the low maturity does not simply reflect comminuted rock of one compositional 
type that has not seen surface exposure. The soils could represent mixtures of multiple 
kinds of comminuted rock or perhaps comminuted impact melt rock, again with no history of 
surface exposure. Alternatively, it is possible that heating by some mechanism reset the 
maturity to zero by coalescing the nanophase metallic iron to larger particle diameters 
(making Is -0) and volatilizing Zn. However, Na should also be volatile and covary with Zn, 
and this is not observed. 
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Fig. 1. Depth profiles. Each unit is coded by a different symbol. For elements, the vertical line 
represents the mean for the core; for Is/FeO, the vertical lines represent maturity divisions. 
Concentrations and ratios are determined to +2%, except Zn, which is determined imprecisely 
(+5 pg/g). Is/FeO data are smoothed (3-point running average). 
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